Fact Sheet

Sirenum Source
The only VMS built for the dynamic
workforce

Driving collaboration between hiring managers and agencies
For nearly two decades, Vendor Management Systems
(VMS) have been the dominant platform for managing
contingent staff.
These systems have not fundamentally changed over
the years, despite dramatic differences in the way
shift workers are managed. Today’s VMS offerings are
unable to support the gig economy. They can’t deliver
what’s needed, nor are they able to cope with the
complex pay calculations of these workers.
Informed by decades of temporary staffing experience,
Sirenum Source was designed precisely with the gig
economy in mind. For the complexities of dynamic
workforce management. For the variability of worker
availability. For the challenges of payroll calculations.
Plus, Sirenum Source enables an MSP to cascade shift
requests to 2nd and 3rd tier preferred suppliers. With
Sirenum Source, no request goes unanswered.

Benefits for Hiring Managers

• Improved Fulfilment: Easily request
shift workers from your preferred
suppliers
• Increased Productivity: Seamless time
capture from shift workers reduces
data entry and errors
• Reduced Risk: Create and manage
contextual competencies

Benefits for Agencies/MSPs
• Increased Stickiness: Manage
relationships among
vendors and hiring companies
• Increased Productivity: Manage job
requisitions in real-time
• Shorter Time-to-Money: Streamline
time approval and payroll process
• Increased Revenue: Reduce uncovered
shifts with shift cascading to
secondary preferred suppliers

There’s nothing like this on the market. There are lots of tools for vendor manage-

ment of full-time and long-term workers. But Sirenum Source is the only one built to
empower collaboration on shift work.”

—Benjamin Rubin, CEO & Founder of Sirenum
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Innovation by Recruiters
for Recruiters

Sirenum Source is deeply unified with the
Sirenum platform. Actions in our VMS trigger
relevant actions in the Sirenum scheduling
module. Time captured via Sirenum
monitoring tools is shared with Sirenum Source
to drive timesheets, negotiations, and more.
And the Sirenum Financial module’s time
interpretation engine drives gross pay
calculation in even the most complex scenarios.

Manage vendor negotiations at a shift level

View and manage shifts across multiple vendors

Manage long-term shift workers even via neutral vend

Sirenum Engage transforms
how shift workers
engage with both
hiring companies
and agencies

Client-specific dashboards

Learn More

To learn more about how Sirenum can help you can empower your client’s hiring managers, by visiting
www.sirenum.com/source.
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